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New smoking fetish videos added at Smoking Flicks ….

  

We’ve added new smoking fetish movies at Smoking Flicks  – the smoking movie streaming
and video download site.

  

The second IRL Platinum release, shot in HD, is exclusive to Smoking Flicks. It opens with a
scene starring petite, heavy-smoking Amira. She chains through two cigarettes in six minutes
with great snap inhales, lots of multiple drags (with smoke flowing from her nose as she takes
the next inhales), rapid smoking, and enormous mouth and nose exhales. Kelli doesn't devour
her cigarettes like Amira - she's a more composed, slower smoker - it takes her almost eight
minutes to chain through two cigarettes. But she still loves her smoke, in three great scenes
(two of them chaining) featuring deep and double drags, open-mouth inhales, thick mouth and
nose exhales, seen at times in beautiful closeup. Finally, Meghan smokes a 120 in a
naughty-and-nice scene, as she wears a sedate flowered dress - that gives us nice views of her
hot tats, as she takes deep drags, double drags, and shows some french inhales and thick
mouth exhales.

  

  

And "Outside and Very Closeup" is a brand-new release from Bob's Videos. In a video shot
completely outdoors, Jayden Cole is a great new find, with a perfect body, sparkling personality
- and she's a strong smoker, whether she's in business suit, or topless in garters and stockings.
Marlena is seated on her patio, in a pretty party dress and black nylons...sitting right on the
edge of sun and shade. The wind helps blow her skirt up - and she does some work of her own
down below, in a teasy breezy scene where she finishes off two Marlboro Lights 100s. Then,
Sam Ryan is outside by the pool in a new red bra and sexy  taupe nylons, smoking elegant
Capris. She enjoys the views and the sun -  and gives you plenty of views of your own as she
gets naked as she smokes (and talks about her smoking history).
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Come check them out at Smoking Flicks
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